In order to fully study and interpret the literature of today, it is important to understand the stories of the past. Greek mythology has influenced writers throughout the ages. The gods and goddesses possess many of the attributes of modern day heroes, such as courage, strength, and wisdom. These ancient myths also continue to influence our thinking today. Let’s find out how!

For this project, you will create a “poster” on an assigned Greek God, Goddess, Siren, Nymph, Monster, or mythological hero.

Please follow the following project guidelines:

- Choose your topic (we may do this by drawing names)
- Research your topic in the library and at home
- Type a 3 paragraph (5 – 7 sentences per paragraph) summary about your topic in MLA format.
  - **Paragraph 1** – Introduce your character (background information);
  - **Paragraph 2** – Tell us a story about your chosen subject;
  - **Paragraph 3** – Wrap up by including anything else you found out about your topic that you think would be interesting to share;
- MLA = Size 12 font, Times New Roman, double-spaced, indent 5 spaces, no GAPS between paragraphs, MLA **heading** on left side of paper and an original **title** is required
- You must have a minimum of two sources (1 Internet and 1 book is desirable)
- You do not have to have a traditional INTRODUCTION or CONCLUSION
- You must include a **Works Cited** page of your typed summary (see example attached) It must be the last page of your typed summary.

What to put on your poster:

- Poster paper should be no smaller than **12 X 18**
- The **name** of your GOD, GODDESS, MONSTER, NYMPH, HERO positioned in a prominent place on your poster in large font
- A **picture** of your SUBJECT (from the computer, hand drawn or 3-D representation)
- A **picture or symbol** of where your subject dwells or rules
- A **symbol** that has come to represent him or her
- **LABEL EVERYTHING!**
- Included 5 most important characteristics/facts (“FACT BITES”) on your subject
- Enhance your poster by using any additional pictures or drawings. Make your poster eye-catching, interesting, and informative! 😊

  - **WARNING:** DO NOT COPY ANY INFORMATION, WORD-FOR-WORD ON YOUR PROJECT UNLESS YOU USE QUOTATION MARKS. & CITE YOUR SOURCES. THAT IS CALLED **PLAGAIRISM and it is ILLEGAL!!!**
  - **You will fail this project if you ignore this warning.**

Your topic is: ____________________________________________

Your project is due: ____________________________________________